Both absorption and emission of the X-mode in the vicinity of the third electron cyclotron harmonic ( o-3 w,,) in a weakly inhomogeneous magnetic field are analyzed. The mode conversion problem is solved both without absorption and with synchrotron absorption and emission. The transmission is shown to be independent of absorption, and the emission is related to absorption exclusively through the reflection coefficient, which is calculated. The numerical values for the reflection coefficient are obtained from a sum that is exact, and quickly gives high accuracy values within its radius of convergence. The effects of reflection are shown to be generally neglectible for most laboratory plasmas, but potentially important in some space plasmas. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.
INTRODUCTION
Since it has been determined that electron cyclotron emission is affected by the reflection coefficient for emission on the low magnetic field side of a cyclotron harmonic layer,' it has been of interest to obtain quantitative estimates of the potential error in neglecting these effects. At the second electron cyclotron harmonic, estimates have been obtained,' and the error estimates are generally small, but for laboratory plasmas, part of the reason is that most electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostics operate at 2w,, , where the plasma is very nearly a blackbody emitter. In these cases, the subtleties of reflection and transmission are usually negligible. For ECE emission near 3 o,, , however, even fusion plasmas are not completely blackbody emitters, so as the employment of this diagnostic becomes more common, the question again arises over the potential error due to the typical neglect of the reflection coefficient.
Even at the second harmonic, the reflection coefficient for synchrotron radiation was nontrivial to calculate until the advent of the new technique that obtains the reflection coefficient to unprecedented accuracy and speed from the summation of a series rather than the solution of a tunneling equation.2 Similar kinds of calculations have been done for both the second and third harmonic for a five-branch case with finite kll (the O-mode and X-mode are coupled via the mode converted Bernstein wave in a five-branch problem), first using an integral equation approach,3'4 and more recently the series approach.5 This latter result gave an approximate formula that is indicative, but not accurate enough to make error estimates.
In this paper, the complications of the five-branch problem are avoided by letting kll= 0, so that only the X-mode with weak relativistic absorption is considered. Although the analysis of the 30,~ mode conversion problem is similar to an earlier analysis of the 30,~ mode conversion problem,6 there are enough differences that one must start from the beginning. The first step is to formulate the appropriate tun-"Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.
neling equation from the dispersion relation, then solve it without absorption to find the basic coupling between the propagating branches. Using the Green's function formalism, the original differential equation is then cast into the form of an integral equation whose asymptotic solutions give the scattering parameters in terms of integrals. Although the integrands involve the solutions of the original differential equation or of the integral equation, their asymptotic forms may be represented by a series that may be exactly integrated term by term, and the result for the reflection coefficient is merely the sum of these integrals whose terms take the form of a power series in the absorption parameter. The results of the numerical evaluation of the sum of the series is then summarized in terms of semi-empirical formulas, which accurately represent the results in terms of three dimensionless parameters over a broad range for each parameter. The conclusion summarizes some general features observed about the reflection coefficient and its importance, and gives an upper bound on the potential error in ECE diagnostics if one ignores the reflection. It is also noted that other estimates of the reflection coefficient that are not based on the mode conversion analysis are not accurate enough for practical use.
II. THE DISPERSION RELATION AND TUNNELING EQUATION
For the X-mode where w-3 w,, , the relevant dielectric tensor elements for a weakly relativistic plasma may be written as7 2 Kt=l+ @Pe 9& PIAh) co2
where x= o;,/w=, /A = rn,C2/.zT~, A= 3 kfp;,, p( 1 -3 w,, lo) = -pxIL, since we assume B = B,-,( 1 +x/L), so that L is the scale length for the variation of the magnetic field, F= 5F9,2 (l-$), where F, is the weakly relativistic plasma dispersion function8 D2= -kfc2/02, and x0= 9L/2,u. The dispersion relation for the X-mode, neglecting terms of order h that are nonresonant, is then given by (3) Using the expressions for the dielectric tensor elements from Eqs. (1) and (2), the dispersion relation may be written as a cubic in D2, so that (4) where p= 16y2/243XLF. This dispersion relation is then converted into a tunneling equation through letting c2 d2 -d2 D2+ >u=n:s, and at the same time changing variables so that zo-z= wn,xlc, where zo= 9wnl LR,uc. This leads to the appropriate tunneling equation, which may be written in the form
where #" and Gui represent the fourth and sixth derivarives of $, respectively, and
III. SOLVING THE TUNNELING EQUATION
The solution of this equation will proceed in two steps, where the effects of absorption are first ignored and then these effects will be included by converting the differential equation into an integral equation.
A. Solving the tunneling equation without absorption
The effects of absorption are contained in the term on the right hand side of Eq. (5) and are localized since F+ 1 as Izl -+x . Neglecting this term, the homogeneous equation and its adjoint (which will be needed when absorption is included) are given by
1. The exact solutions These equations may be solved by using the Laplace integral method, where the sohttion is assumed to be of the form
c where C represents one of the six independent contours in the complex k-plane. Using these forms, Eq. (6) becomes
so that if the end points of the contours are chosen properly, and f(k) satisfies the first order equation,
then the solution (and similarly, the adjoint solution) may be represented by
It follows from these integral representations that J"'+f= -F. This representation in the k-plane has branch points at k = C 1, but if we instead write the solution in the u-plane where k=itanu, then there are no branch points in the u-plane. These tunneling equations are nearly identical to the corresponding tunneling equations for the third ion cyclotron harmonic, where, for example, the equation corresponding to Eq. (6) is6
02)
For the ion case, yf e>O, whereas for the electron case, y=O and e<O. Although this may seem a trivial change, the coupling is significantly different, requiring a renewed analysis.
The asymptotic solutions
Having the exact solutions, it is now possible to examine the asymptotic forms in order to obtain the scattering parameters, viz., the transmission, reflection and conversion coefficients. For this task, it is fruitful to examine the steepest Table I for z---+00 and in Table II for z+ --co. Although the saddle point method works well for all of the slow waves, it fails to give the proper amplitude for the fast wave terms, since the paths over the fast wave saddle points decrease rapidly only on one side. The crossing angle and the phase dependence on z is correct, but an integral in the k-plane about the branch point gives a better approximation.7 Using this result and the other elements from the tables, the asymptotic elements are rre -712 
which is simply the original dispersion relation. Also, in terms of ko, the quantity zh"(uo) is given by
The asymptotic roots of Eq. (14) (22) where we have introduced the tunneling factor, v= ?I-CY, with cy= 14/2X".
The corresponding adjoint elements are given by (23) s, -x2&s+,
2, ---iA *VT&, I (27) cm-ih2 $$a2 .
At this point, it is necessary to use causality to find which elements connect together to form the physically meaningful solutions that represent an incident fast wave from the negative z side (solution f, , which is incident on branch 11, an incident fast wave from the positive z side (solution f2, which is incident on branch 2), and an incident slow wave (solution f3, which is incident on branch 3). The remaining solutions may be chosen rather arbitrarily, requiring only that they make a complete set of solutions. The general character of the dispersion relation is illustrated in Fig. 1 , and we note from the figure that f,. represents a fast wave that travels from left to right, f-represents a fast wave that travels from right to left, that s, represents an outgoing slow wave and s-represents an incoming slow wave. Of the remaining elements, (T+ and cI, are both exponentially growing on their respective sides, and CT-and gnr are both exponentially decaying on their respective sides. A sketch of the location of the saddle points and steepest descent paths in the u-plane is given in Fig. 2 for large positive z and in Fig. 3 for large negative 2. It may be noted that at every odd multiple of 7~12 on the real axis, the paths end, since tan'u-x there if the approach angle is 180" or multiples of 360"/5= t-72" from there, or at t 36" or t 108". solution, no incoming slow wave is permitted, so their paths may not terminate at -108" (which would require crossing the s-saddle point), and any path ending at 180' or t 36" must cross a growing solution saddle point for either the positive or the negative z side. Thus, the appropriate contours must start and end at 108".
The simplest case is for solution f, , which represents an incident wave on branch 1 of Fig. 1 , so the incident wave is proportional to f + so the path must cross an f+ saddle on the negative ; side. Choosing the crossing to be the saddle labeled e vf + , the path then must start and stop at 108", so it is reasonable to let the path start at -r/2, crossing the fast wave saddle point and terminating at w/2. This path also crosses the eqrr, in the negative direction near its start and crosses the e-rl LT, in the positive direction near its end (the positive direction for each crossing is defined by -rl2< 4~ n/2), Following the same contour for positive z (the path must be topologically equivalent), the path crosses the e Vs + saddle in the positive direction, the f + saddle in the positive sense, and then crosses the P-Vs+ saddle in the negative direction. Note that the steepest descent path for each of the f'? comes down the ridge of the neighboring saddle point. then turns 90" to continue down. This partial crossing may be ignored, since it only affects the amplitude, and the amplitude is not derived from the saddle point ap-proximation for the fast wave terms. The resulting solution may be expressed by -een,,,,+eqf++e -~a,tf,-'e"s.ff.
--e-~s+,
and introducing the frequently appearing factor E= 1 -e-'I, this result may be written more compactly as -e'78u,,,+evf+tfl-+ev~s++f+.
( 30) This way of representing the asymptotic solutions indicates the limit on the right for large positive z, and the limit on the left for large negative Z. From this solution, it is clear that the amplitude transmission coefficient is T, =e-", that the conversion coefficient is C, = E, and that there is no reflection, so R, = 0 (since there is no f -term anywhere).
The solution f2 for an incident wave on branch 2 in Fig.  1 is somewhat more complicated. The incident wave is an f -wave on the positive Z, side, so the path must cross the f _ saddle point in Fig. 2 . Since the path must begin and end above the axis, the path must cross the axis, presumably crossing at the e VU-and e -qu-saddle points. The simplest path to the end points from these axis crossings is for both path segments to turn to the left and cross the e Vs+ and e-"s + saddle points and terminate at 108" at -742 and at 7rl2. When this contour is examined in Fig. 3 , however, this simplest path is found to be impossible, since starting at -~12. the path trust cross the e qf + to get to the axis crossing between -rrl2 and ~12, which involves crossing both the c -'Jc,,, and the eYV u saddle points. This violates cau-,*, sality, since f + is an incoming wave from the wrong side. The proper path in Fig. 2 is to go up from the axis crossings at eve-and e -"o.-to the f + and em2 'If + saddle points and then to come down and cross the e-vs+ and the e-3 vs+ saddle points before terminating at rr/2 and 37~12, respectively. In Fig. 3 , this contour begins at r/2, crosses the e-vu,,, saddle point before crossing the e-'Ifsaddle, and then crosses the e -s VU,,, saddle before ending at 3 7r/2. Assembling the components from this contour, the f2 asymptotic solution is -e -v&u-.
( 3 1) From this result, it is apparent that T2=e-v, R2= -E, and C2=e-7c.
For the incident slow wave solution on branch 3, f3, the path must cross an s-saddle in Fig. 2 for the incident wave. Starting at -n/2 at angle -108", the path first crosses the e 'Is-saddle. From there, it may not proceed to cross the fsaddle, since that would be an incoming fast wave, nor may it terminate at the starting point at angle -36", since that would lead to a growing solution for large negative Z. It must therefore cross the axis over the eva-saddle. From there it may cross the .f+ saddle, which represents an outgoing fast wave (converted from slow to fast), and then it may cross the c-"s+ saddle (a reflected slow wave) ending at n/2 at 108". In Fig. 3 , this contour first crosses the e?a,: saddle, then crosses the e vf _ saddle (an outgoing fast wave 
e"(f+-f_+a,-ap*+u~-ua,,) fo -e7&cr,tevf+ fl fy;*-;J vE urn t-2 m -~u,+enf-f3 -n urn i-e%, 2 e-nu* P fb e"(u,-u;, f7
-eRuf,te7es+ f_-&f,te~"Es,--e-~&u-e"s--e -vs+tf+te~u~ em7u++e-ns+-f+ -e-qs, -e -"se2~(f+-f-)+e~(s--s+)te37u-on this side), then crossing the axis and the ~-VU,,, saddle before ending at rr/2 at 108". This contour leads to the asymptotic solution, +eva-.
From this result, it is apparent that R3 = -e -"', Cl = e -7 and CT = 1, where Ct refer to the conversion coefficients from the slow wave to outgoing fast waves on the positive or negative z sides. For the remaining three independent solutions, one is chosen to contain an V+ element on the positive z side and the other two contain either the up or the U: elements. It is also convenient to take a linear combinations of these solutions (not independent solutions), one of which is purely decaying on the positive z side, which is defined by fofi-f3+e2Yf5-f6), whose asymptotic representation is 
whose asymptotic representation is eYa, -a~)+-f7-+e27(f+-f-)+erl(s--s+) +e3vu-.
The complete connection formulas are tabulated in Table  III . The connection formulas are the same for the adjoint solutions by substituting upper case for lower case designations.
Solving the tunneling equation with absorption
Since the right hand side of Eq. (5) is localized, it is possible to treat it as a sink term and use the Green's function to find the solution, so that integrand, but both analytical and numerical results are conveniently obtained from this integral representation of the result.
C. Finding the Green's function
In order to find the form of the Green function, the integral is broken into two pieces, one where y>z and the other where y<z. Equation (37) (38) Integrating by parts, it may be established that this leads to
For a solution, it therefore requires that G(y) satisfy the adjoint equation (or that G be a linear combination of the Fi), that G satisfy the boundary conditions at ? CQ, and that C-c satisfy the jump conditions at y=z, such that
[GU, ;G?]= 1,
where [G~);GF)]s Iim dn G+(z,y)-lim dn G-(Z,Y). y-z+w y'z-dyn
The Green's function is constructed from the linear combinations, The coefficients Ai and B,(z) are derived in the Appendix, and enable the Green's function to be written in the symmetric form 
where 2vI= r,V'+ + is the adjoint of @ From the form of the Green's function given by Eq. (45) and the jump conditions of Eqs. (41) and (42), we may also establish the following identities among the various solutions:
f2Ffl-flF~+&[foFI;-f4F~+f5F~-f7FgU]= -2riX4e. (5% Although the expressions for the D, given in Eqs. (A4)-(A9) were originally derived asymptotically, these identities may be used to prove that they are exact. (46), it is possible to obtain revised scattering parameters, which include the effects of absorption. It must first be noted that as z-+m, all of the Z,: integrals vanish, as they no longer have any finite range. One must look more closely at the Z, integral, however, since it has an exponentially growing integrand, and the corresponding integral grows at the same rate. This term is, however, multiplied by fu, which is exponentially decaying, so in the limit, the product vanishes as an inverse power of z. In this limit, then we have sion coefficient between branch 1 IC,s12=IC112/a. It may be proved that leads to reciprocity since then lc2312=lc3212~ which means that the and branch 3 is verted energy between fast and slow waves is the same in either direction. The reciprocity between the two transmission coefficients is even more trivial, since by examining the integrals I,, , Zr2 and I,, in the complex z-plane? it may be proved that each of these integrals vanish identically, so that T, = T2= T= e-7, and R r = 0. The other integrals are not so trivial.
Strictly speaking, this expression is not valid for k=4, since f4 itself is exponentially growing, and there are some convergence difficulties. The integrals in this expression have no superscript, as they are now over the infinite range
[-m,ml.
IV. SYNCHROTRON EMISSION
In the opposite limit, as z-+ -~0, the integrals Z,< vanish, and again the product of a decaying function times a growing integral vanishes, so both the f4Zzk term and the f7Z& term vanish. For this limit, then, the result is
Again, this expression is invalid for k= 5,6, where fs and f6 are growing.
The previous section has dealt with absorption formally, and exactly without approximation, but except for those integrals that vanish identically, no exact results are yet available to determine the absorption. In order to accurately assess the amount of absorption on each branch, the remaining zjk integrals must be evaluated numerically. This is a somewhat onerous task, but straightforward numerical procedures described elsewhere" allow one to obtain complete solutions for all three physically meaningful solutions over a broad range of parameters.
If these two asymptotic expressions are now written in terms of the asymptotic forms of Table III, then the principal solutions may be represented by
e?( 1 +e-2)1Z13)f-+~3-+e7s-+(l +Z23)f+ -e-'l( 1 -&Z&S+,
from which we can extract the revised scattering parameters. The amplitude and energy scattering parameters are given in Table IV , where the difference in amplitudes between the f z and the s + mean that while the transmission and reflection coefficients are simply the magnitude squared of the amplitude coefficients, there is an extra coefficient between fast and slow conversions, so that, for example, the converFor the emission, however, the problem is simpler, since only I,, is required, and this can be obtained with high accuracy without solving the integral equation. The keys to this implementation are first that the emission on branches 1 and 2 is given by'
where I,, is the blackbody emission intensity, and second, that a new asymptotic method has been developed for evaluating IR,12=l~-Z2212 ( see Table IV ), which requires only a simple summing of a series.2 Branch 1 corresponds to radiation on the high magnetic field side, which is given by the classical expression for synchrotron radiation. Branch 2 is the low magnetic field side, and here the reflection term is important in certain parameter ranges, and emission on this branch is the most commonly used. The remainder of this paper is devoted to evaluating I,, and developing simple but accurate empirical formulas for 1 R21.
That the emission should be described by Eqs. (56) and (57) above is not immediately transparent, since the full expressions for the two cases can be represented by the single formula,
It has been proved analytically, however, that T,= e-rl and RI = 0. Furthermore, if one assumes that the mode converted energy (represented by ICk312 for the fraction of incident power converted from branch k to branch 3, the slow wave) is totally absorbed sufficiently close to the cyclotron layer (supported by ray tracing studies), so that the absorption region is characterized by the same temperature as the mode conversion region, then the slow wave absorption region is a blackbody radiator of the slow wave, which is converted back and adds to the emission. But from reciprocity, the fraction converted back is exactly the same and the conversion term cancels out, leaving one with the simplified expressions above. It is ironic that Eq. (56), which is a function of 0 only, which in turn is completely independent of absorption, should describe absorption, but providing the slow wave is absorbed nearby, the classical expression is exact. From the low field side, however, the reflection is nonvanishing, and evaluating this correction to the classical formula forms the principal subject of this paper.
A. Evaluating /,, For this case, the integral is given by 
with l= Z/K. The technique for evaluating this integral is to expand each of the three terms in the integrand in an asymptotic expansion in l/z, deform the path so that it is comprised of a circular path of infinite radius (so that the intrinsic divergence of the asymptotic series for any finite radius is avoided), and a piece that dips back and circles the origin, picking up each pole. This reSdtS in a power series in K~, which is convergent within some finite radius of convergence (typically, K,,,- 0.4). The first step is to develop the series for h(z) , which is given by (61) n=I c
To find the coefficients h, , the series for Fgf2, whose asymptotic series is given by F,(C)+ t;: (--y;;n+qJ , 
The first few of these are C, = -q = -912, C3 = 2q = 9, and C4= -2q(q+3)= -135/2. The next step is to find the expansions for F2 and Pz, each of which is dominated by their fast wave terms, so that the expansions required are of the form
The coeflicients are determined from Eqs. (6) for f _ and 
9=$P+*.
Denoting the mth derivatives of these functions as p(+g
n=O the coefficients for the derivatives may be determined in terms of the zeroth order coefficients through the recursion relation an.m =an,m-1 -[~+tn-l)ila,-~,,-~, (74) for either the a,,, or the Cn,m. In each case, ao,m=~O,m= 1. The remaining zero order coefficients are then found by substituting into the differential equations, and setting the coefficients of each power of zen to zero, resulting in so= LI:i~~~1'i[a, 4 -IEl(a,-1,3+a,-1,2+a,-,,1)
where it is clear that the Ci,,, involve absorption through the h, while the an,,, do not, and ~n=an,0-a,,2=[~+tn-1>il(a,-1,1+a,-~,0) , (77) with a corresponding relation for Cr. The final step is to do the integral, which is of the form 
where 2iz-tt and the contour now follows a semicircular arc from --co to -ia, where the contribution vanishes, then goes up on the left side of the imaginary axis until it circles the origin (which is a branch point with the branch line extending downward in the complex z-plane) and comes back to -im to the right of the imaginary axis, and then goes to +a along another semicircular arc, where again there is no contribution. The contribution around the branch cut is given by the Hankel integral, so that the final answer is i 122'3 ne-vexp(i/5X4 -8icd3) 2 m (-2i)"y, al? (-icr) 1 c n=3 r(n-2ia)
030)
The results for the sum, and for the reflection coefficient can be represented in the form R2= Rz0ee9qK2, 031)
where R20= -E. The quantity q thus defined is a function of the dimensionless parameters K, X = o&/w2, and $= wLlc. The expressions for q are obtained from the summation of Eq. (80), but while the series is convergent over a broad range of plasma parameters, it has a finite radius of convergence near ~-0.42.
In this range, typically 0.7<q s 1. Empirical formulas that give values of q that are generally accurate to within one percent are given by q( K,X,/) = 1 -1.926( 1 -e-a(X,')K2)Ia(X,/),
c(e)= -0.1581-472.1/F+ 10200/p.
As X+2/3 (the R-wave cutoff), these semi-empirical formulas fail, but are valid up to 97% of this limit. The parameter a(X,/) has a minimum near X=0.59, and for L'C63.4, a<0 and again the formulas are invalid. The range of validity is thus within the bounds O< ~C0.42, O<X<O.64, and 64</', although it is expected that the limit on K may be extended, but the upper bound of validity is not known.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The final result of this analysis is an accurate and readily obtained expression for the reflection coefficient from the low field side, along with an extension of a previous proof, which shows that the reflection from the high field side vanishes identically. Both the accuracy and speed of this method surpasses that of any other known numerical methods for solving generalized tunneling differential equations.
For practical purposes, the principal concern is to estimate how much error might occur in measuring the electron temperature from an absolute measurement of the synchrotron radiation. If one considers the error due to the neglect of the reflection coefficient, the percentage error from Eq. (57) can be represented by % Error= 
where T, is in eV, and represents the temperature where the maximum error occurs for a given value of t. This upper bound is generally small, giving a maximum error of 1.6% for /'=50 (even though the empirical formulas fail for / < 64, the series is valid) at T, = 6.7 keV, and this value of P" corresponds to approximately L/X--3. For even smaller values of / (and larger errors), the slowly varying approximation upon which the entire analysis is based begins to fail. This means that the emission at the third electron cyclotron harmonic will nearly always be within one percent of that given by the classical formula where reflection is neglected. For most laboratory plasmas, even P= 50 is unrealistically low (probably at least by an order of magnitude), but for magnetospheric or space plasmas, such parameters are possible. Even there, however, the effect is small until the scale length begins to approach the wavelength of the X-mode. Although other estimates of the reflection coefficient at 3 w,, are generally lacking in the literature, a simple extrapolation of one estimate gives some basis for comparison. One expression for the reflection of the O-mode at the fundamental gives"
?I2
where the 7/2 is the order of the weak relativistic dispersion function and x= K. With small K, this leads to an expression of the form
63.5)
Changing the 712 to 9/2 for the third harmonic X-mode, there is still a basic factor of 2 difference in the exponent, which predicts a larger reflection coefficient. This calculation was not based on a tunneling equation and hence neglected mode conversion, but it does have similar character for the limiting case of small K. The most important result is that within the approximations leading the tunneling equation with absorption of Eq. (5), the series expression is exact, and the semi-empirical formulas that approximate the results to high accuracy lead to reliable error estimates in ECE emission if reflection is neglected, and permit even higher accuracy if the reflection is included.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
It is required that Bs= Be= 0 in Eq. (44), since the boundary condition requires a bounded solution as y--+ -CQ, and Fs(y> and F6(y) contain CT~ or u,* terms. For similar reasons, Ah=0 in Eq. (43) since F4(y) contains a (++ term as y-+00. For the specific solution $i , the Green's function cannot permit an incoming fast wave term, f _ I as y--+m, so A2=0. For this same solution, no incoming slow wave is allowed, so A6= ezvAj. This leaves seven constants with six equations [Eqs. (41) and (42)], so one constant is simply an arbitrary amplitude. This may be represented by letting one of the constants be dependent on the others, and one choice is to let Bt = a2B2+ LU~B~+ a4B4, with the cy's to be determined. The jump conditions can then be used to determine the remaining constants through the linear set, ) - ( B, =e2"a2D2-a3(e 2'JD3+D6)+e2rl~-4Dq, (-413) B2=e2vD2,
B3= -(e2qD3+D6), (AW B4=e2'lD4, 6416) so that the final values are 2rrih4A,=-f2/&+f4--2(fl/&+e2'lf5)+(t~5 +%fo, (.417) 2rih4A3= -f4, 6418) 2riX4A5=f7+e2rlf4, ('419) 2~iX4B1=-(Y2(fl/&+e2'7f5)+~3fS+LYdf~, 6420)
2riX4B2=--fllcz-e27/fS, WI)
2riX4B3=f5, (-422) 2rriX4B4=fo.
Assembling the various components, the Green's function can then be written as where Cc= -(2niX4c)-' and each combination is of the form fi( z) Fj()'). It may now be seen that a4= 0, since an fo(z) term is not permitted as z+ --co since it is a growing term. It is also required that a3=e2vcz2 to eliminate the fs(z) term as z-+ -~0, since it is also a growing term. With these changes, the result is G(z,y)= COMIFI f2F1-cf4Fo-Ef+5, Y'Z, flF2-cf,,F4-Ef$'7, Y<Z, 
